
 

 

EXTECH RACING 

LOUIS & MARCO’S 

LATEST NEWS! 

10th April 2016 - Bayford Meadows Kart Circuit - 3rd Round 2016 Championship & 

Honda ‘O’ Plate Championship Meeting 

This year, the Bayford Meadows kart circuit in Sittingbourne was chosen to host the single round national Honda 

‘O’ Plate championship on the 10th April with the resulting points also counting towards the 3rd round of the 2016 

Bayford Meadows club championship. The weekend weather was typically varied with sun, cloud and busts of 

hail that made testing on the Saturday and occasionally the racing on Sunday a little tricky to say the least! 

We took most of the Saturday testing to dial out a lot of overstear on Marco ’s bambino kart and throughout the 

Sunday time trials Marco increased his confidence in the kart’s handling. With a competitive field of drivers, 

Marco completed the 3 heats in 6th, 4th and then 5th resulting in on overall finish position of 5th place. A solid 

performance by Marco with the problems experienced on Saturday, but his lines improved consistently through-

out the day that will give confidence for the next round at the end of May. Marco shared this months meeting with 

Zack Byrne - son of 4 time British Superbike champion Shane ‘Shakey’ Byrne - who has recently started Bambi-

no karting, I’m sure they’ll meet up again soon! 

Louis had a reasonable test day on Saturday, but we found it difficult to emulate the excellent speed & balanced 

set-up that we had achieved on the previous weekend testing at Bayford Meadows, but this could just have been 

the cooler, less sunny conditions. Sunday dawned cloudy, but reasonably dry and Louis was set for his first na-

tional competition with 39 of the countries best Cadet drivers! The Cadet’s were split into 3 groups and in his 

group A, Louis managed to qualify reasonably well in 10th position and started his first heat race (between 

groups A & B) in 20th place. After a reasonable start, Louis took a few laps to settle into a rhythm on his new 

control slick tyres, but then started to pick off several of the drivers in front and was catching up the winner of the 

last Bayford championship round. Unfortunately, this driver spun his kart over the circuit rise, just before the start/

finish straight which in turn put Louis at some speed into the tyre wall, as well as several other following karts. 

Luckily the damage to Louis’ kart was just cosmetic and he managed to pull himself out of the tyres and get going 

again and even managed to make up another place before the end of the heat. 

Rather on the back foot for the next heat and the final, Louis raced valiantly & enthusiasticly, but got caught up in 

yet more incidents at the starts of the races, that made progress up through this very closely matched field of 

drivers very difficult. Still, this is racing and Louis will put this meeting down to experience and look to continue to 

fine tune his performance on this technical circuit as we look towards further club and national races. 

As always a great many thanks to Richard for setting-up Louis & Marco’s karts along 

with Dan, Paul and all the Ambition Motorsport team for their continued support 

throughout the meeting. Next stop - Lydd kart circuit on the 7th & 8th May, hopefully 

the great British summer weather will kick in eventually!  


